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Ready To
Deliver
Crown 8,000 to 12,000 pound pneumatic forklifts combine 

truck performance and operator-centric design with Crown's 

proven support network to deliver a tough material handling 

solution that exceeds expectations. 

Performance 
A rugged powertrain  

and proven cooling  

system provide the 

performance you need  

to excel under pressure.

Support
Rely on our experienced 

dealer network to maximize 

uptime and truck life so  

you can focus on running 

your business.

Versatility
With a range of capacities 

and a variety of accessories 

and attachments, Crown 

pneumatic forklifts support 

your success in many 

demanding applications.

Confidence
Improve confidence by 

creating an environment 

that delivers more comfort 

and precise control, so your 

team is fully equipped for  

the job at hand. 

Visit crown.com 

See the IC Pneumatic Forklifts



Confidence Builder  
Crown 8,000 to 12,000 pound pneumatic forklifts deliver confidence, visibility and precise control to the operator.

One of the most spacious operator compartments in the industry offers a standard suspension seat and all hydraulic  

controls well within reach.

In addition, the optional heated and air conditioned cabin boosts comfort and productivity in all types of environments.  

Operators will appreciate the visibility, fit, feel and finish. 

Integrated 5" LCD 
Instrument Panel

■  Fuel level gauge (diesel) 

■ Engine rpm

■  Engine oil pressure 

■  Engine coolant temperature

■  Transmission temperature

■   Transmission neutral position indicator 

■  Battery charging system

■  Water in fuel filter (diesel models)

■  Hour meter 

Ergonomic Operator Environment

■  Wide open leg room

■  Tilt steering column 

■   Suspension seat with high  

visibility seat belt

■   Operator sensing system

■  Park brake alarm

■  Operator storage tray 

■  Cabin and roof cover options 

Versatility by Design 
Crown forklifts can meet the needs of most any rugged outdoor application—industrial products and pipe to building 

materials. Regardless of the load or terrain, these tough forklifts are the right tools for the job.



PSI 4.3 Liter LPG Engine: 

■   6 cylinder engine with balancing shaft for smooth operation

■   Horsepower - 94 hp @ 2,500 rpm

■   Maximum torque - 209 ft-lb @ 1,800 rpm

■   Non-interference valvetrain engine

■   Cast iron cylinder heads and block

■   Roller valve lifters and rocker arms reduce friction

■   1-piece Viton rear main seal for durability

■   Dual element air cleaner

■   Exceeds EPA Tier 3 LPG exhaust emission standards

Doosan 3.4 Liter Diesel Engine: 

■   4 cylinder inline intercooled turbo

■   No diesel particulate filter or exhaust fluid required

■   Horsepower - 74 hp @ 2,300 rpm

■   Maximum torque - 243 ft-lb @ 1,400 rpm

■   Timing-gear driven valve train (no belt replacement)

■   2 operator selectable performance modes (standard  

and economy)

■   Dual element air cleaner 

■   Exceeds Tier 4 diesel emission standards

Durability
Through and Through
Heavy-duty IC forklifts need the endurance to last during long shifts in tough, hot conditions and the key to long-term 

performance begins with the powertrain.

That's why Crown offers some of the most durable industrial engines and transmissions available, protected by 

innovative, high-capacity cooling systems.

Both LPG and diesel models feature a 2-speed powershift transmission that comes standard with an autoshift 

controller. This programmable feature helps extend transmission and tire life by softening directional changes—

automatically returning the transmission to first gear when the truck comes to a stop. 

Crown's industrial dual radiator provides separate cooling for the engine and transmission, reducing fluid  

temperatures to protect and extend powertrain life. On diesel models, an intercooled turbo charger increases 

performance and fuel efficiency.

Stopping power is provided by fully enclosed, oil-cooled

disc brakes that seal out environmental contamination. 

OIL-COOLED DISC BRAKES

60  
month 
Warranty 10,000 hrs  

Crown support begins long before this truck leaves the factory. Our integrated approach to service  

provides the best user experience to our customers—before, during and after the sale.

Crown’s Proven Support Network

Safety and Training

Our comprehensive training programs for operators, supervisors, technicians—and even pedestrians—can help support 

your efforts to provide a safe and productive work environment. Our DP TrainSafe® Train-the-Trainer program offered 

locally can provide your organization with tools to efficiently train new operators using your own resources. At our 

Regional Training Centers, DP Service Technician Training goes above and beyond traditional classroom training,  

allowing participants to work on lift trucks with instructor supervision.

Forklift Maintenance and Repair

Crown’s Integrity Service System® keeps your forklifts running—regardless of brand. From time and material to complete 

maintenance, our Integrity Service System offers a variety of service plans to suit your needs in the most efficient and 

cost-effective way. Our well-stocked, GPS-dispatched service vans ensure your service technician arrives with the right 

part at the right time.

Fleet Management

Infolink® Fleet and Operator Management puts the power of accurate, on-demand business metrics at your  

fingertips. When robust data drives confident decisions, your organization can achieve improved results in safety and 

compliance, higher productivity, lower costs and optimized operations. InfoLink Data Services can help create a solid 

foundation to help you achieve your goals and provide data integration and other consultative services to continue  

your journey.

Visit crown.com 

See the IC Pneumatic Forklifts

Ready to Deliver.
Contact your local Crown dealer for a demonstration.
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 You can count on Crown to build lift trucks 

designed for safe operation, but that’s  

only part of the safety equation. Crown 

encourages safe operating practices through 

ongoing operator training, safety-focused 

supervision, maintenance and a safe working 

environment. Go to crown.com and view our 

safety section to learn more.


